
MOTION
Change in position of an object with respect to a fixed 

position with time.



Distance

The actual path travelled by a body is the 
distance travelled

 It is a scalar quantity.

 Its SI unit is Metre.

Distance travelled cannot be zero or negative. 

 In the above fig: Distance travelled by the body from O

to C and back to O is 25 + 25 = 50 m



DISPLACEMENT

The shortest distance between the initial 
position and final position of a body is its 
displacement.

 It is a vector quantity.

 Its SI unit is Metre. 

Displacement can be  zero ,Positive or negative.

In the above fig : Displacement = 0



VECTOR AND SCALAR QUANTITIES

VECTOR QUANTITY : Physical  quantities  which are having both 

magnitude as well as direction are called vector quantities. 

Eg : Displacement, Force , Velocity, Acceleration, Weight

SCALAR QUANTITY : Physical quantities which are having only 

magnitude are called scalar quantities.

Eg : Distance, Speed , Mass



NUMERICAL    

A body travels 4km from P to Q and then moves a distance of 3km at 
right angles  to  PQ. Calculate the total distance travelled  and the 
displacement.

Ans : Total distance travelled = PQ + QR

= 4+ 3 = 7km

Displacement = PR

By Pythagoras theorem PR2 =   PQ2 + QR2   = 42 +32 =16 +9 =25

PR =5km



UNIFORM MOTION AND NON- UNIFORM MOTION

Uniform motion: When an object travels equal distances in equal 

intervals of time, however small the intervals may be, the motion of the 

object is said to be uniform.

Eg : A car travels 10km in every 10 minutes

Non- uniform motion : When an object travels unequal distances in 

equal intervals of time , the motion is said to be non-uniform.

Eg : A body falling freely under gravity.



QUESTIONS

1. A body thrown vertically upwards reaches a maximum height  h. It 

then returns   to the ground. Calculate the distance travelled  and 

the displacement.

2. What does odometer of an automobile measure?

3. An object completes one and half revolution of a circle of radius r. 

What is the i) distance travelled and ii) displacement?

4. Can displacement and distance ever be equal? If yes, when?



ANSWERS

1.Distance = h+ h = 2h

Displacement = 0

2. Distance

3. Distance travelled = 2𝜋r+ 𝜋r = 3 𝜋r

Displacement       = 0

4. Yes. Distance travelled  is equal to magnitude of displacement 
when the body moves along a straight line without changing its 
direction



DISTANCE & DISPLACEMENT MORE EXAMPLES



MEASURING THE RATE OF MOTION: CONCEPT OF 

SPEED

Speed of a body is defined as the distance travelled in unit time.

SPEED = DISTANCE TRAVELLED  

TIME TAKEN

If s is the distance travelled by the body  in time t its speed v,

v = s/t

Speed is  a scalar quantity. 

Its SI  unit is metre/ second ( m/s)

Speed of vehicles like car or bus is expressed as km/h

The speed can be zero or positive . It can never be negative



UNIFORM SPEED ,

NON-UNIFORM SPEED (VARIABLE SPEED)

Uniform speed :When a body travels equal distances in equal intervals of 

time ,  however small the intervals may be, the speed of the body is said to be 

uniform.

Non- uniform speed  or variable speed : When a body covers unequal 

distances     in   equal intervals  of time , the speed of the body   is said to be 

non- uniform or variable.



AVERAGE SPEED

The Average Speed of a body is obtained by dividing the total 

distance travelled by the total time taken.

Average speed = Total distance travelled

Total time taken



NUMERICAL

1 An object travels 16 m in 4s and then another 16m 
in 2 s. What is the average speed of the object ?

Ans :   Average speed = Total distance travelled    

Total time taken

= 16 + 16    

4 + 2 

= 32/6  = 5. 33 m/s



NUMERICAL 

2  A train travels some distance with a speed of 30km/h and returns 

with a speed of  45km/h. Calculate the average speed of the train.

Ans :Let a distance x km be travelled with a speed of 30 km/h

Time taken   t1  = x/30           on return journey  t2= x/45

Total time t =  t1 + t2 =  x/30 +  x/45  = x ( 1/30 + 1/45)

Total time t = x/18    Total distance = x + x = 2x     

Average speed = Total distance =  2x/(x/18) = 36km/h

Total time



HOME WORK

1. Usha swims in a 90m long pool. She covers 180m in one minute 

by swimming from one end to the other end and back along the 

same straight path . Find the average speed of Usha.

2. A car travels along a straight line for first half time with a speed of 

40km/h and the second half time with speed  60km/h.  Find the average 

speed of the car.



VELOCITY

Velocity of a body is the displacement in unit time.

OR

Speed of a body  in a particular direction



VELOCITY (contd…)

Velocity  = Displacement   v = s/t

Time

S I unit of velocity is same as that of speed (m/s)

It is a vector quantity.

It can be zero, positive or negative.



UNIFORM VELOCITY

Uniform velocity or Constant velocity :When a body has 

equal displacements in equal intervals of time, however 

small the intervals may be , the velocity of the body is said to 

be uniform or constant. 

Eg : When a train travels along a straight line, covering 

60km in every hour.



NON-UNIFORM VELOCITY (VARIABLE VELOCITY)

Velocity of a body can be changed in any one of the following ways.

i)By changing the speed of the body

ii) By changing the direction of motion of the body

iii) By changing both, the speed and direction of motion.

Velocity of a body is said to be variable (non-uniform)when it has 

unequal displacements in equal intervals of time.



AVERAGE VELOCITY

When velocity of a body is changing at a uniform rate over a 
period of    time, then the average velocity of the body  is the 
arithmetic mean of  initial velocity and final velocity of the 
body.

If u is the initial velocity and v is the final velocity, then

Average velocity,    vav =  u + v 

2



ACCELERATION

Rate of change of velocity of a body with time is called 
acceleration .    OR

Change in velocity of  body in unit time is called 
acceleration.

It is represented by a

It is a vector quantity.

Its  SI unit is   metre/second2  (m/s2   ) 

It can be zero, positive or negative.



ACCELERATION (contd..)

 Acceleration  = Change in velocity        

Time taken

Consider a body moves along a straight line . Let u be the initial 

velocity and it changes to v in time  t.

Acceleration a =  v-u 

t        

Negative acceleration (retardation): When the velocity of a body 

decreases, it is called negative acceleration.



UNIFORM ACCELERATION AND 

NON- UNIFORMACCELERATION

When  the velocity of the body moving along a straight line changes by 

equal amounts in equal intervals of time, the acceleration is said to be 

uniform

Eg : Motion of a body falling freely under the action of gravity.

Motion of a ball rolling down a smooth inclined plane.

When the velocity of a body changes by unequal amounts in equal 

intervals of time, the acceleration is said to be non- uniform.



NUMERICAL

A scooter acquires a velocity of 36km/h in 10 seconds just after the start. It takes 20 

seconds to stop. Calculate the acceleration in the two cases.

CASE I:

Initial velocity u =0 ; Final velocity v =36km/h = 36x 5/18 = 10m/s   ;   t = 10 s 

a =?        a = (v-u)/t = (10-0)/10 =1 m/s2

CASE II:

Here,   u = 36km/h = 10m/s  ;   v = 0m/s ;   t= 20s;   a=?

a = (v-u)/t = (0- 10)/20   = - 0.5 m/s2



HOME WORK

1. Under what condition the magnitude of  average velocity of an 

object is equal to its  average speed?

2. What is the acceleration of a body moves with uniform velocity?

3. A body is moving with a velocity of 15m/s. If the motion is 

uniform, what will be the velocity after 10 s? 

4. A body starts rolling over a horizontal  surface with initial velocity 

of 0.5m/s. Due to friction , its velocity decreases at the rate of 

0.05m/s2 . How much time will it take for the body to stop ?


